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WHO has not recorded higher mortality rates from Delta; First flights set off from UK to global destinations ...
Coronavirus live news: WHO says Delta variant not more deadly; UK to ship 9m doses overseas
WHO has not recorded higher mortality rates from Delta; First flights set off from UK to global destinations ...
Coronavirus live news: WHO says Delta variant not more deadly – as it happened
Tiger cubs. Three endangered Amur tiger cubs have taken their first steps outside their enclosure at the Royal Zoological Society of Scotland’s
Highland Wildlife Park at Kinguss ...
This week’s good news, from tiger cubs to Team GB’s record-breaking women
A former waiter was found guilty of secession and terrorism under Hong Kong's national security law. The trial, a test for free speech in the territory,
showcased the limits of Beijing's tolerance for ...
Hong Kong: First guilty verdict under national security law
Cricket was played as a colonial inheritance, and then as a legacy of Indian identity, before it became a way to find place in nationalist Zimbabwean
sporting culture.
Between British colonisers and Indian immigrants, how Zimbabwe’s cricket culture grew
Since inception in 2011, over 400 IDPs have benefited in interventions championed by Allamin Foundation for Peace and Development.
SPECIAL REPORT: How NGO is transforming lives of women victims of Boko Haram insurgency
People who refuse a coronavirus vaccine are "selfish" and putting lives at risk, Michael Gove has said. The Cabinet Office minister warned that
refuseniks may be barred from a host of events in the ...
Michael Gove brands those who refuse vaccine 'selfish'
A federal judge affirmed Indiana University’s student vaccination requirement, a ruling that could have a broad impact for the many colleges that
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have issued mandates.
Covid News: Canada Will Reopen Border With U.S.
In this issue War & conflict Speech shows Nyusi must talk to more people Confrontations with police Foreign troops Other news On-going cash
transfer fight Who will pay for dams? Corruption Customs, ...
Mozambique: Nyusi speech critique, foreign troops, dams, cash – By Joseph Hanlon
The public will be asked for their views on whether to remove the statue of 19th century explorer Sir Henry Morton Stanley from his Welsh
hometown of Denbigh.
Victorian explorer Sir Henry Morton Stanley's statue could be pulled down in his Welsh hometown after Black Lives Matter protests
Makerere University has already decided to gradually reduce the number of undergraduate students starting with the next academic year ...
First Lady says Makerere won’t eliminate undergraduate programs
Since inception in 2011, over 400 IDPs have benefited in interventions championed by Allamin Foundation for Peace and Development.
Nigeria: How NGO Is Transforming Lives of Women Victims of Boko Haram Insurgency
Both to scrutinise legislative proposals, and hold the government accountable, the political class must ensure a working Parliament ...
Why the monsoon session matters
Rupert Murdoch’s role in a secret project jointly financed by the US government and wealthy backers in the private sector to influence public opinion
demands the attention of Australian lawmakers. ...
How Reagan and US agencies made Murdoch a king.
IT used to be a bit of a joke in No 10 in the 1980s that Ministers had only a cursory discussion of the presentation of policies they had just
formulated.
How Boris Johnson should overhaul Downing Street – Bernard Ingham
VIRGINIA TRIOLI ON WHY WHEN GREG HUNT SAYS ‘WITH RESPECT’ HE REALLY MEANS ‘I HATE YOU- OR WORSE While on the topic of the apparent
unwillingness of some senior Coalition figures to appear on some ...
Media Watch Dog: ‘With respect’? Not according to Trioli
Golf and the Olympics get back together this week. It's been a long, complicated history between the two that dates back to 1908.
The complicated relationship between golf and the Olympics
This article is taken from Woman’s Dreadnought, paper of the Workers’ Suffrage Federation, 26 May 1917, where it was an editorial under the
headline “A pogrom in London”. It describes London’s East ...
An anti-Jewish pogrom by the British police: London, May 1917
With files from Samira Balsara On July 28, people from all over Canada joined IT World Canada online to celebrate the top women in Canadian
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cybersecurity as identified by their peers. The second ...
Top Women in Cyber Security Celebration 2021: Honouree roundup
Attractions in France, including the Eiffel Tower and Louvre Museum, require visitors to show a ‘health pass’ to enter, with all restaurants and bars to
follow suit on Sunday ...
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